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1: Interlude â€“ New Life
As a part of our time together, an opportunity to financially participate in New Life's vital work will be offered for your
prayerful consideration. THE LOCATION With its natural beauty, art and culture, La Jolla is "the jewel" of San Diego.

That should prove sufficient time to plan. When I was young, I fought this. I realized I must become it. I did
everything you asked. I followed your guidance, for all these eons And as for your reward Cybertron shall
remember your name. As I said, I do see myself in you Everything falls into place. A circle within a circle
within the same circle I see the future. Shockwave, Dark Cybertron 1 With the revelation that Shockwave is
Onyx Prime, the events of many past issues and story points take on new meaning. Did Shockwave do
something similar to Liege Maximo, whose mind Soundwave also could not read? Thus the similarity of their
names, first commented on in Robots in Disguise 34 , was a dangling mystery, explained this issue by having
Shockwave be the one who gave Megatronus his name. Megatronus referred to himself by the title of this
issue, "the first who was named", back in issue It is not specifically detailed here, but the stories we saw him
spin in that issueâ€”from the " Dark Cybertron " prophecy which included an image of his own face! On that
note, Shockwave was seen in Revolutionaries 5 commanding the Predacon starship from Beast Wars , and in
issue 14 , several Maximals were using the same vessel. Evidently, Shockwave retrieved the ship at some
point. Back in Robots in Disguise 34, it was observed that the planets Shockwave had chosen for his
Regenesis ores to grow upon were the worlds to which the surviving Thirteen had gone. That was always hazy
since many of them were dead or spaceborne and how Shockwave could have had that knowledge was always
questionable, but this issue indicates that the young Shockwave did not know this about those planets when he
chose them, and that his future self, as Onyx, specifically orchestrated it so that the worlds he simply
happened to choose became the resting places of the Thirteen. Specifically, this issue shows Megatronus dying
on Tsiehshi the world where Ore-8 grew, introduced in Spotlight: Fans questioned how there could be a planet
for Alpha Trion when he did not die or leave Cybertron; this issue also resolves that quandary by revealing
that Onyx dedicated the first world the Primes made contact with on their expansion mission to Trion.
Shockwave mentions an event from ancient Cybertronian history known as the "War of the Headmasters. The
way Shockwave talks in this issue, though, it sounds as if the war in question is a different conflict that took
place prior to the one seen in Robots in Disguise Note the single figure hidden in shadow among the Primes
on page 10; this is The Arisen , the mysterious Thirteenth Prime, who many believe is somehow Optimus
Prime. This is his first tangible on-panel appearance having otherwise only appeared in a painterly "fantasy
sequence" in Till All Are One 9 , which confirms he definitely was a real guy. How he and Optimus are
connected The concept of Omega Supreme as leader of the Omega Sentinels originates with other
Transformers media see "Transformers references," below but was first established in IDW continuity in the
Robots in Disguise annual. Art in that issue, reinterpreting an illustration from The Covenant of Primus ,
indicated Megatronus had shot Solus as in the Aligned continuity family , but this issue reveals he actually
stabbed her with the Star Saber. Additionally, this native is carrying a slain animal across his back, porcine in
appearance with purple fur and four green eyes. A plush toy based on this animal was owned by Stardrive in
her youth on Elonia, as seen in Rom vs. Iguanus , in his Transmetal 2 form and Beast Machines Snarl. The
idea of Omega Supreme as a member of a group of mass-produced sentinel robot originates with the
Generation 1 cartoon episode " The Secret of Omega Supreme ," though the robots were known only as "
guardian robots " in the series. Other trivia This issue was originally intended to come out in the final week of
April , one week after the delayed issue However, a scheduling error caused it to be released digitally on the
same week as 17, and copies to be be shipped out to some stores. Any preview pages from this issue would
have spoiled the shock ending of issue 17, but despite a preview being released linked below the day before
release, Transformers news sites stood in solidarity and did not report on it, keeping the spoiler under wraps as
best as could be accomplished.
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2: Young and ambitious? Time for a quarter-life crisis, then | Money | The Guardian
Life Interlude Lyrics: {*cut and scratched: "Life"*} / With every breath I breathe I choose life for the children / With every
breath I breathe I choose a wife and good livin / With every single.

Share via Email Young, single, with money in your pocket and your whole life ahead of you, your twenties are
often billed as the most fun you are likely to have. The phenomenon is often characterised by anxiety,
self-doubt and a sense of inferiority as individuals find themselves craving much more than a secure salary and
a good enough job - they want a career capable of satisfying their deep-seated talents and need for ongoing
stimulation. The quarter-life crisis is also typified by the sense that true happiness would be attainable if only
you knew what you were meant to be doing with your life. Damian Barr, author of Get It Together: Surviving
Your Quarterlife Crisis, says: Jessica Jarvis, a learning, training and development adviser at the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development, says: People these days have much higher demands of what they
want from a job; they are looking for meaning, satisfaction and happiness. I had managed to get a fairly
well-paid job in advertising, but all I could see was the rest of my life in an office stretching out in front of me.
Coming through a quarter-life crisis can hinge on defining success on a personal level, not in terms of money.
Richard took time out after graduating from Newcastle University before taking a job as a long-haul flight
attendant, which he did for five years. His example highlights a further survival strategy for achieving a happy
work life - not making knee-jerk decisions. Dr Maria Yapp, managing director at business psychologists
Xancam Consulting, agrees: Employees have a choice about how much of their time, talent and energy they
are willing to invest. More enlightened employers are using this to ensure that the return on this investment is
achieved for both the company and the individual. Barr makes the point that many twentysomethings dream of
swapping commuting for travelling. For some it can prove a way of clearing the mind to make a significant
career decision. Jatinder Takhar left his advertising job to go on a round-the-world trip about three years ago.
He returned to a job back in the sector, but with a different attitude: Travelling gave me the time to think about
what I really enjoyed. He recently won a place to study an MA in scriptwriting: Decide what is important to
you and define your success in terms of these personal benchmarks.
3: The Falling, Interlude: The First Who Was Named - Transformers Wiki
Interlude-Brandon is the third installment in the Game is Life series, and rather than picking up where Danni left off in the
previous book we go back in time to see how Brandon got to where he is today.

4: Quarter-life crisis - Wikipedia
about life storage, inc: Life Storage, Inc. is a self-administered and self-managed equity REIT that is in the business of
acquiring and managing self storage facilities. Located in Buffalo, New York, the Company operates more than storage
facilities in 28 states.

5: Interlude Synonyms, Interlude Antonyms | www.enganchecubano.com
From the movie "The Fast and the Furious" Vin Diesel is delivering his heart warming speech while Paul Walker listens
with complete captivation.

6: Oskar Werner Biography - Childhood, Life Achievements & Timeline
An interlude is a short period of time when an activity or situation stops and something else happens. It was a happy
interlude in the Kents' life. Superb musical interludes were provided by Sinclair.
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7: Interlude in Prague () - IMDb
At the same time, there's little scientific support that people are especially likely to have these sorts of crises in midlife,
despite the popular portrayal of such experiences, says Susan Krauss.

8: Interlude ( film) - Wikipedia
The 11th track off of Budden's mixtape A Loose Quarter. An interlude performed by Colorado's Trev Rich, speaking on
the struggles of making it to the top.

9: Interlude (FourMain, #1) by Kay Halliday
Interlude is a American CinemaScope Technicolor drama romance film directed by Douglas Sirk starring June Allyson,
Rossano Brazzi, Marianne Koch, FranÃ§oise Rosay and Keith Andes. [2] [3] Contents.
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